291 x 0.88 oz (25g) Place Pacs  CP2925

RODENTICIDE PLACE PACS
PELLETS

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Bromadiolone (CAS #93772-96-7) 0.005%
OTHER INGREDIENTS* 99.995%
*Contains Denatonium Benzoate TOTAL 100.000%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

See back panel for First Aid and additional precautionary statements, and Directions For Use.

KILLS RATS & HOUSE MICE
Kills Warfarin Resistant Norway Rats

NET WT: 16 lbs (7.2kg)

Norway rats, roof rats, and house mice may consume a lethal dose in one night’s feeding with first dead rodents appearing four or five days after feeding begins.
291 x 0.88 oz (25 g) Place Pacs

CONTRAC®
Rodenticide Place Pacs

KILLS RATS & HOUSE MICE
Kills Warfarin Resistant Norwegian Rats
Norway rats, red rats, and house mice may consume a lethal dose in one night's feeding with fatal rodent deaths occurring four to five days after feeding begins.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Bromadiolone (CAS 128772-59-7)
OTHER INGREDIENTS**
Contains Denatonium Benzoate: TOTAL: 100.000%

KEEPS OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION
See side panels for First Aid and additional precautionary statements, and Directions For Use.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food chain or storage/disposal.
Precautionary Statements: Store only in original container in a cool, dry place inaccessible to children and pets. Keep containers closed and away from eyes and mouth.
Precautionary Statements: Routing runoff from the use of this product may be placed in trash or allowed to be approved waste disposal facility.
Precautionary Statements: Risks involved in the use of this product may be placed in trash or allowed to be approved waste disposal facility. Call your Local Waste Agency for any questions on proper disposal.

WARRANTY: To the owner contains with applicable law, either makes no warranty, expressed or implied, pertaining to the use of this product other than indicated on the label. Buyer assumes all risk of use and handling of this material when such use and/or handling is contrary to label instructions.

NET WEIGHT: 16 lbs (7.2 kg)
291 x 0.88 oz (25 g) Place Pacs Pellets

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
READ THE LABEL. Follow this label指导 and all use directions and use precautions. Use only for sites, pests and application methods described on the label.

IMPORTANT: Do not expose children, pets, or non-target materials to rodenticides. To help prevent accidents:
1. Store unused product out of reach of children and pets.
2. Apply box is locations out of reach of children, pets, domestic animals and non-target wildlife where it is not exposed to non-target sites.
3. These products should be stored in airtight containers.
4. If the box is not where it is not contained correctly, it should be returned to the appropriate authorities.
5. Do not allow children or pets to come in contact with the box.
6. Do not leave the box in the open environment.
7. Do not leave the box in the same place.
8. Do not expose children, pets, or non-target materials to rodenticides.

NOTE: Not all materials are non-toxic. Do not allow children or pets to come in contact with the box.

USE RESTRICTIONS: This product may only be used for food contacts, non-food contacts, and non-food contacts in and around commercial/industrial/office buildings, and other public or private buildings, and other public or private buildings. This product may be used in and around commercial/industrial/office buildings, and other public or private buildings. This product may not be used in or around commercial/industrial/office buildings, and other public or private buildings.

CAUTION: Harmful to humans and domestic animals.
CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed. Causes irreversible eye injury. Keep away from children, domestic animals, and pets. Do not eat, use as a pesticide, or use in locations where children or pets are likely to come in contact with the product. Do not apply the product to water or to areas where water may be present or to locations above the mean high water mark.

EXPOSURE HAZARDS
This product is extremely toxic to fish, birds, and other wildlife. Dogs, cats, and predatory and scavenging mammals and birds may be poisoned if they come in contact with the product. Do not apply the product directly to water or to areas where water may be present or to locations above the mean high water mark.

NOTES TO PHYSICIAN
If swallowed or inhaled, aspirate the lungs with positive pressure. If not breathing, perform artificial respiration. If not breathing, perform artificial respiration.

METHOD OF TREATMENT FOR CONTACT POISONING
If a rat or mouse is reached, use a trained mouse to underground the mouse. If not breathing, perform artificial respiration. If not breathing, perform artificial respiration.

METHOD OF TREATMENT FOR INHALATION POISONING
If a rat or mouse is reached, use a trained mouse to underground the mouse. If not breathing, perform artificial respiration. If not breathing, perform artificial respiration.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals. CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed. Causes irreversible eye injury. Keep away from children, domestic animals, and pets. Do not eat, use as a pesticide, or use in locations where children or pets are likely to come in contact with the product. Do not apply the product to water or to areas where water may be present or to locations above the mean high water mark.

User Safety Requirements:
Follow manufacturer’s instructions for discontaminating PPE. If no such instructions for contamination exist, use category C or D water. Keep and wash PPE properly in non-hazardous locations. Do not wash PPE properly in non-hazardous locations. Do not wash PPE properly in non-hazardous locations.

Environmental Hazards:
This product is extremley hazardous to fish, birds, and other wildlife. Dogs, cats, and predatory and scavenging mammals and birds may be poisoned if they come in contact with the product. Do not apply the product directly to water or to areas where water may be present or to locations above the mean high water mark.